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(Ali ibn Haridiis (?) here is presumably a former owner of the book, and perhaps his name is the same as that of the Hariidus or Haraudas family, originally of Guadix, near Granada (Ibn al-Zubair, $ilat al-$ilah, ed. E. Levi-Proven<; al, 92; Ibn al-Abbar, Takmilah, ed. of 1956, I, 154) .
This manuscript is evidently the first part of the manuscript signalized by Professor Arberry, so that the date of copying is presumably some time before Wednesday, 27 Sha (ban, 629 = 18 June, 1232, when the other manuscript, or rather the second part of the same manuscript, was completed 1. The complete manuscript is mentioned in a recent Moroccan publication, where it is said to contain I I maqalahs and to be dated From this it appears that while the manuscript contains no complete 1 Arberry, ibid., I.
B Liste de manuscrits arabes precieux, exposes a la BibliotMque de I'Universite Quaraouyine a F cs, a I' occasion du onzicme centenaire de la jondation de cette U niversite (Rabat, 1960) , p. 73 -in Arabic.
